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A USER INTERFACE THAT FEELS SECOND NATURE

Following years of research and customer feedback, Nebula’s user interface has been 
purpose-built to eliminate the common pain points experienced in other eDiscovery tools.

Designed to be both straightforward and familiar, Nebula minimizes the learning curve 
while ensuring critical information is easily accessible and readily available. This translates 
into time and cost savings across the board. Nebula gives you everything you need right 
at your fingertips.

SUPERIOR TECHNICAL CAPABILITY

Nebula is powered by our in-house patent-pending technology that has been developed, 
tested and trusted to improve the eDiscovery experience in meaningful ways. Found only 
at KLDiscovery, our technology offers the latest advancements in eDiscovery, while still 
delivering essential functionality.

Our workflow accelerators and proprietary software eliminate the need for third-party 
plugins or partially integrated applications, providing everything you need in a single tool. 

YOUR CHOICE OF DATA HOSTING

Nebula provides the flexibility to be hosted in ISO/IEC 27001-certified data centers or 
within the Microsoft Azure cloud, offering scalability and rapid deployment to meet your 
unique needs.

Clients can also keep data on-site with Nebula Private Cloud, allowing for powerful 
processing, filtering and analysis without the need to transfer data outside the company 
or across borders.

Enabling smarter ways 
to analyze, process, 
review, and manage 
large data sets, Nebula 
features:
QQ End-to-end eDiscovery 

management in a single tool.

QQ Refreshingly simple design.

QQ Reliable and expertly built 
patent-pending technology.

QQ Flexibility to deploy in our secure 
data centers, in the cloud, or 
behind the client’s firewall with our 
on-site solution.

QQ Backed by KLDiscovery’s 
industry-leading 24/7/365 support. 
Experienced project managers 
and data analysts are available to 
assist at any point along the way.

The Next Evolution in eDiscovery 
on Your Terms

A powerful combination of capability and simplicity, Nebula 
brings a fresh perspective to established technology with 
improved flexibility and control.



PREDICTIVE CODING 

Award-winning, patented technology that leverages human expertise to drive 
results. Predictive Coding with Continuous Active Learning combines user 
decisions and random sampling to immediately and continuously prioritize 
important documents for review. Quality Control and Sampling monitors 
the effectiveness of document categorizations to arrive at the necessary 
confidence levels to ensure defensibility.

Ediscovery Enhanced 
Nebula’s Workflow Accelerators and Artificial Intelligence

A/V SUITE 

Simplify the review of multimedia files with A/V Suite. Nebula enables you to view 
video files, visualize audio files and have total playback control. With Nebula, 
you can also easily redact and produce audio files – something no other review 
platform can provide. A/V Suite is the winner of the 2016 Relativity® Innovation 
Award for Best Service Provider Solution and People’s Choice.

NATIVE SPREADSHEET REDACTION 
Redact content from within Microsoft® Excel™ and other spreadsheet files 

without the need to convert to TIFF images. Options for redactions include 
removal of rows, columns, worksheets, formulas, cells and standard text 

redactions. Pristine copies of the original file always remain intact.

KLD ANALYTICS
With Email threading and Near-duplicates text 
analytics, you can identify the most content-
inclusive messages to avoid redundant review 
and group similar records for a quicker review.

WORKFLOW
Automate the routing and distribution of 
documents to streamline document review and 
maximize accuracy and defensibility.

AUTOREDACTION 
Protect sensitive information and streamline the redaction process with an 

automated approach. AutoRedaction greatly reduces the burden of redacting 
documents by automatically finding and redacting personally identifiable 

information, privileged content and other sensitive information.
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Built with User Experience in Mind
Nebula provides an intuitive yet powerful platform that distinguishes itself in both functionality and user 

experience, providing smarter ways to analyze, process, review, and manage large data sets.

DRAG & DROP IMPORTS

Easily drag files into Nebula from your 
computer or browse from a hosted 
folder with previously staged data.

EASY NAVIGATION

Browse all documents, custodians, tags and 
productions within one convenient interface.

AUTOMATIC ROUTING

Custom code multiple workflows to ensure 
the right documents get to the right reviewer.

TIMELY INSIGHTS

Powerful Early Case Assessment 
capabilities minimizes the review set 

and reduces costs.

CUSTOMIZABLE CARDS

Display the information that is most 
important to your review, including the 

quantity of documents in workflow, 
under review, and produced.


